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Cooking and eating are experiences that needs to be

shared.

La Guilde Culinaire is a place to share and discover for

everyone who’s interested in the culinary arts and traditions.

Our chefs will be delighted to share their knowledge, skills,

and recipes.

We offer a large variety of culinary activities, either in private

or corporate setting, whether it be for a team-building activity,

a celebration or to share a privileged moment, we are

committed to assist you in creating an event tailored to your

needs.

Through an experience that will stimulate your senses, Chef

Jonathan Garnier and his team invites you to an enchanting

gourmet adventure. A culinary invitation that allows you to

learn, create, and taste, a simple and accessible cuisine who

favors local an fresh products. Offer your guests a unique

moment signed Jonathan Garnier.

WHAT DOES THE NAME LA GUILDE 

CULINAIRE STANDS FOR?

« Guilde » refers to a group of people gathering to share a

same passion. And that is exactly what we aim for at La Guilde

Culinaire. We discuss food, we experiment and we share our

results with our clients.



JONATHAN
GARNIER

Jonathan Garnier has learned is cooking techniques in various renowned Côte

d’Azur institutions in France. He was also a private Chef for a Middle Eastern

royal family, where he had the opportunity to manage many exceptional

evenings for the political and artistic scenes.

Back in Quebec, he founded La Guilde Culinaire with his brother. The cooking

school soon became a reference in the field of hands-on cooking classes. Open

to the public since 2008, the school now has a team of award-winning chefs,

leaders in their own area of expertise. La Guilde Culinaire uses an approach

based on authenticity and generosity, the same values that made Jonathan

Garnier such a popular chef on television shows.

Our tailored to your needs activities : 

All is possible!

La Guilde Culinaire offers gourmet events that are conceived to take in 

consideration the size of your group and your needs!

• Christmas parties

• Customer meetings

• Networking cocktails 

• Team buildings

• Recognition evenings

• Showers, family get-togethers 

• Bachelor and bachelorette parties

3 Fully equipped kitchens and dining rooms 

Covering close to 12 000 square feet our 3 rooms can adapt to suit most 

needs.

5 Tailored concepts

• Culinary competitions

• Cooking classes

• The Chef’s Table

• Corporate Lunch

• Mixology

Already have an idea of what you want or specifics needs?

Our advisor will be happy to work out something that will suit your 

requirements.

Groups of 12 to more than 100 participants 

We offer the perfect concept to brighten up your relations and exchanges 

in a laid back atmosphere. We guarantee a relaxing moment though an 

enjoyable and enriching activity.



Will you dare take on this challenge?

Is your team up for a challenge? It’s an enjoyable culinary activity that

everyone will take pleasure in. It’s a great way to enhance the

cohesion of your team. The activity starts with the demonstration of a

few cooking and cutting techniques from our chef. Then it’s action

time!

Every team will have to prepare appetizers for the whole group using

an imposed ingredient and in a limited amount of time. At the end of

the activity the chef will evaluate every creation and pick the best

chefs to be.

You will then be able to enjoy your creations as well as those of your

colleague. The main meal and dessert will be prepared ahead of time

by La Guilde Culinaire according to the menu you will have selected.

Private room

A chef and his assistant(s)

Preparation of a 3 courses meal

A culinary competition

Coffee/Tea

12 to 100 people

Duration : 3h

« Team Building »

WHAT IS A TEAM BUILDING?

An activity outside of the work environment that has for

purpose the enhancement of your team cohesion and

mobilization



A hands on culinary experience!

We invite you partake in a hands on, fun and enriching experience in

which everyone has a chance to participate.

You first attend a series of demonstrations from our chefs after which

you prepare the recipes practicing the techniques you just learned. All

participants have their own fully equipped work space so they can

prepare the food in the ideal conditions. At the end of the activity you

are invited to enjoy your creations in a convivial environment.

We offer a great selection of gourmet menus that will please every

palate.

Private room

A chef and his assistant

Cooking activity

Coffee/Tea

12 to 40 people

Duration : 3h



A unique gastronomic experience!

Welcome into the chef’s kitchen and immersive yourself in a truly

unique culinary experience. An evening of discoveries awaits as you

observe the chef in action.

Comfortably seated at the chef’s table you will enjoy an authentic

gastronomic meal prepared with in season products. A thoroughly

chosen wine selection to enhance the flavors of each dish will be

served if the food and wine pairing option seduces you. Treat yourself

to a gourmet evening signed Jonathan Garnier!

Private room

A chef and his assistant(s)

A 7-course meal

Coffee/Tea

12 people and more



Cook your lunch!

Take advantage of your lunch hour to motivate your team or to have a

client meeting in an informal setting.

As soon as you arrive you slip on your apron and join the chef as the

main is land. Following the Chefs tips your team members will prepare

their starters. You will also assist in assembling your dessert. As you

sit down to the table to enjoy your creations, our squad will assemble

your main meal.

We offer a selection of gourmet menus for all epicureans on the go.

You will leave with your head filled with tips and culinary techniques

your can replicate at home. Never will your lunch break have been

more productive.

Private room

A chef

Preparation of a starter

A 3 course meal 

Coffee/Tea

12 to 80 people

Duration : 2h30



A festive evening where cocktails are the star of the

night!

Under the supervision of our mixologist, you will be guided in the

universe of cocktails.

Choose and realize four cocktails that you will enjoy with our

signature gourmet platters.

In a relaxed atmosphere, our mixologist will provide you with tips and

tricks that will lead you to success in your own creations. Once back

home, you will be sure to amaze your guests!

Private room

Mixologist

Realize and drink 4 cocktails

Gourmet food platters (Does not constitute a full meal)

Coffee/Tea (On demand)

Recipes in electronic format

15 to 80 people

Duration : 2h to 2h30



A Christmas party with your team, your partners or

your clients? We have the event you are looking

for!

We create an evening that is tailored to your needs, making it a

memorable night.

Cook a bit or cook a lot, the event will be updated to the size and

needs of your group. Our chefs will make sure that your night is both

relaxing and intensely fun!

Possible events : Culinary competition / Cooking class / Chef’s Table

/ Custom event

Many add-on options are available :

Bar or open bar

Gift baskets for you and your guests

A welcoming cocktail

Location of sound equipment, screens and projectors

Meeting, etc.

25 to 100 people

Duration depends on the chosen activity



Offered options :

Meeting

Hall rental

Sound system

Backlit screen

Breakfast

Welcome cocktail

Appetizers

Personalized gifts

CONTACT US

La Guilde Culinaire Inc.

6381, boul. St-Laurent

Montréal, QC H2S 3C3

info@laguildeculinaire.com

Tel. : 514 750-6050

www.LaGuildeCulinaire.com

THEY TRUST US



10% off in store*

The store stays open until the end of your activity, so you can make

purchases.

Gift basket, to say thank you!

To thank your guest, to reward the culinary competition winners or to

simply offer them a token from the enjoyable moment spent together

the store offers a selection of cooking accessories.

Bring the experience back home

All the items used during the cooking classes are available in our

store. We can also create gift baskets according to the theme of your

activity. For example, you’ve taken an Italian class? Why not a basket

that holds olive oil, a cookbook, balsamic vinegar or appropriate

spices that will allow you to take the experience home!

Gift card

The ideal solution for a gift that is sure to please! Redeemable for any

of the merchandise or activities offers at La Guilde Culinaire*.

* Exceptions may apply.Details in store.



INFORMATION & BOOKING

Contact our team!

info@laguildeculinaire.com

Tel. : 514 750-6050

www.LaGuildeCulinaire.com


